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Course Description

We touched on Connection in Session 3, and in this session we will go much deeper into this important subject. For some this may be a little uncomfortable, but I assure you I’ve witnessed many leaders grow exponentially just by becoming more strategic in how they connect with their employees, their peers, their clients, and their family members. I don't want to discount the word strategic in what we talk about here, very few of us are natural at connecting. We’ll show you how to work at it. It’s up to you to take the time to reflect, plan and be intentional about connecting.

Learning Objectives
At the end of this session you will be able to:

- Explain why stories are powerful connection strategies
- Understand connection level characteristics
- Identify connection stimulators

\(^1\)Note that the proper reporting is dependent on the requirements of your state board of accountancy. (These requirements may address fields of study classifications and credit hours recognition.)
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